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pMSSM Scans
Flat scan of 19 pMSSM parameters:
presently have 10M pMSSM points generated
→ 903k valid MSSM spectra
after mass limit cuts
→ 688k accepted after flavour cuts
→ 677k accepted after g-2 cut
→ 275k accepted after h2 cut
→ 273k simulated & analysed
In the process to increase statistics x 5
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LHC Analysis Simulation and Validation
Implement three analyses presented by CMS at
EPS 2011 on Delphes reconstructed objects:
- hadronic T
- same sign isolated di-leptons with jets
- opposite sign di-leptons
Count nb. of events in same signal regions as
CMS analyses, validate on CMSSM LM points
shape of discriminating observables and rates;
Use CMS estimated rates of SM backgrounds in
signal regions;
Obtain signal observability or 95% exclusion for
each point using CLs technique, assuming all signal
regions and three analyses as independent data sets.
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LHC Analysis Simulation and Validation
Calculate 95% C.L. exclusion contours
for 1 fb-1 and compare to expected
contours from CMS simulation in the
CMSSM m0-m1/2 plane for tan  = 10,
sgn()>0 and A=0. Comparison shows
that sensitivity from our Delphes analysis
agrees to better than 20% with that from
full CMS simulation and reconstruction.
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The pMSSM Parameter Space
with Neutralino Dark Matter
LHC Limits and the Spectra of Strongly-interacting SUSY Particles
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Characterise LHC limits as the fraction of MSSM points compatible with constraints
which are excluded at 95% C.L. by simulated analyses plotted as a function of mass
of various sparticles. For strongly-interacting sparticles this provides an indication
of a “generic” mass limit.
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LHC Limits and inclusive NLO SUSY Cross Section
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For weakly-interacting sparticles we derive information on the effect of the LHC
limits to the allowed spectrum of each SUSY particle. We observe that the domain
of SUSY particle masses > 400 GeV is virtually unaffected by the present LHC data.

The pMSSM Parameter Space
with Light Neutralino Dark Matter
Study scenarios with light 01 and large p cross
section in pMSSM corresponding to region
highlighted by DAMA and CoGeNT results;

Dedicated 20M point scan to explore light 01 and
large scattering cross sections (computed with micrOMEGAs):
Additional constraints:

and

→ 58k accepted points
→ 20k accepted after mass limit cuts
→ 1k accepted after flavour cuts
→ 140 accepted after h2 cut

The pMSSM Parameter Space
with Light Neutralino Dark Matter
-p Cross Section vs.  Mass from
Low Mass pMSSM Scans
Preliminary
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Two classes of spectra:
i) One ~q degenerate with the LSP,
relatively heavy ~q and s:

ii)+1 degenerate with the LSP,
compressed gaugino spectrum and
light Higgs bosons:

h2 constrain requires NLSP almost
degenerate with light 01 : this implies
characteristic spectra with light gauginos
or squarks, if this constrained is relaxed,
a third class of spectra is allowed:
iii) one ~q with 50 < M(~q)-M(01) < 200 GeV,
broad ~q spectrum and intermediate mass s.

Spectra of type i) have typically
large inclusive SUSY cross sections
but soft jet pT spectrum in hadronic
channel, soft MET and no/small signal
in leptonic channels.

Spectra of type ii) may have ~q and ~g
beyond current sensitivity:
Study allowed and explorable region with
increasing gluino and squark masses

Status and Plans
First flat scan performed on pMSSM parameter space providing 200k accepted
points, simulated and analysed according to the hadronic, same-sign lepton and
opposite-sign lepton analyses presented by CMS at EPS 2011;
Characterise LHC limits as the fraction of MSSM points compatible with
constraints excluded at 95% C.L. by CMS analyses as a function of mass
of various SUSY particles. For strongly-interacting sparticles this provides
a preliminary “generic” mass limit M(~g) > 500 GeV;
For weakly-interacting sparticles the effect of the LHC limits on the allowed
spectra is limited to the range < 400 GeV. Higher masses are virtually unaffected
by the present LHC data and ~40% of the accepted points with masses < 400 GeV
are still not excluded;
Dedicated scan searching for light 01 points compatible with DAMA/CoGeNT
data identifies three classes of spectra, all characterised by the chargino or a squark
degenerate with the LSP, yielding large SUSY inclusive cross sections but small
pT jets and small MET;
Plan to increase statistics x5, study additional models (Gravitino DM, NMSSM).

